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Recordkeeping Capacity no. 6: Does the 
organisation know what its 
recordkeeping requirements are? 
Recordkeeping requirements: 
• Are a need to keep evidence of an 

organisation’s actions and decisions 
• Are usually identified in laws, policies, 

procedures, rules, reviews, etc 
• Should be documented 
• Should be regularly reviewed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Linking the need to know your recordkeeping requirements with recordkeeping capacity. As we go through the guidelines we’ll be linking back to recordkeeping capacity. This slide is basically an outline of this session - we will cover each of these points in more detail – i.e. define RK requirements, explore where to find them, why you should document them and how and why you should review them and how.As an overview though, we don’t often think about WHY we create the documents that we do during the course of our daily activities, but when you really think about it, there are reasons. Sometimes it’s just a choice about the way we work, but usually there are legal, policy or procedural reasons why we create the documents that we do.First want to explain why this guideline was developed…



Why Develop this guideline? 

• To help agencies identify what records they need to 
create and manage 

• To help records managers convince their colleagues 
they need to take some action 

• To help agencies comply with the law  
• To help agencies operate efficiently 
• To help agencies account for their actions 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page 5Why PARBICA developed the guideline itself – first two bullet points. But why do agencies need to identify the requirements and why do RMs need to convince colleagues to take action?Because by identifying their recordkeeping requirements, government organisations can make sure that they: comply with the law, by having and giving access to records that the law says they must haveoperate efficiently, by making sure that the records that are needed to complete all the steps in a process are created and passed on to those staff who need them, also enables them to focus efforts on managing those records they are required to create and keepaccount for their actions, by keeping records for long enough to allow ministers, auditors, the parliament and sometimes the public, to review and understand their work.  There are many things that can tell us what an organisation’s recordkeeping requirements are and because the requirements are scattered amongst them, it is useful to pull them together so that you can be sure you are achieving all these things.We will look at these in a minute. 



What is a Recordkeeping Requirement? 
• a need to keep evidence of 
 the organisation’s actions and decisions.  
 
• are usually documented in rules, 
 procedures, guidelines or laws 
 
• Example  
 There shall be a register of licensees.  
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page 3A record is information created, received and maintained as evidence. A RK requirement is a need to create, keep, provide access to, or treat in some special way, a file or type of record.How do you know what they are? Documentation such as laws, policies etc. will contain explicit or implicit references that indicate that a record needs to be created, kept, accessed etc.An explicit example: a law that the agency is responsible for overseeing (e.g. restricting fishing or mining to authorised bodies) might say:  There shall be a register of licensees.  This suggests that the department responsible for making sure that this law is abided by must keep a register of the people to whom it gives licences. This is an example of a legal requirement that requires the department to create a particular record.In another example, my own organisational policy requires me to record meetings that I have with clients in our Client Relationship Management system. The reasons for this are that we need evidence in order to be accountable for our advice to clients and evidence for my colleagues need to be able to pick up work in my absence. Know that you are thinking about what an RK requirement is, you may find that some requirements come easily to you from your established knowledge of the organisation, but you cannot have a full understanding without going through this exercise. 



Public Expectations 

• Recordkeeping requirements could also  be 
an expectation from the public/community 
 

PUBLIC ANGRY OVER PASSPORT RED 
TAPE   

 A local man has complained to the 
Ombudsman about his treatment by the 
Passports Office after he was refused a 
replacement for his lost identity document.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page 4You don’t just find requirements in formal, written and official sources. Sometimes they can be identified in community expectations of how your organisation should function. Perhaps in terms of the services you can provide. For example, a local newspaper might report:Mr Albert Christian lost his passport when his house burned down last month. When he went to the Passport Office to apply for a new one, he was told that he could not have a new passport until he provided the office with the number of his old passport. This is ridiculous, Mr Christian told the Times. They gave me the number of the passport in the first place. Surely it is their job to keep a record of what passport number they gave me. Why should I have to remember these things for them? Now I don’t see how I will ever get another passport, as my old one is lost and I can’t remember the number.In this case, the public expects that the organisation will keep records about its activities so that it can serve its clients better in the future. There is often a natural assumption that the organisation that created the information will always hold that information – this is not always reasonable – as we know, there are lots of types of records that we cannot afford to keep forever (e.g. enquiry letters).



How to identify requirements 

There are three main steps in identifying an 
organisation recordkeeping requirements.  

1. identifying and collecting sources 
2. recognising recordkeeping requirements 
3. documenting recordkeeping requirements.  
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pages 6-10So we are going to cover these three steps [follow slide content] and ….There are a number of sources where your RK requirements might be found. Go through summary list of possible sources from page 6. We’ll go through these in more detail in a minute. How many sources you check depends on how thorough you need to be/can be. If not much capacity, then focus on external sources such as legal ones and government reviews. Not meeting these requirements could have big impact (breaking the law, organisational penalties, or individual dismissals). Alternatively, focus on one of your organisation’s core business areas at a time. Internal sources still useful – negative impact is less direct in that the business cannot operate and potentially discharge its functions properly, possibly leading to similar outcomes as with external requirements.There are tips to help you recognise where a source requires a record(s) to be kept. 3. Documenting the requirements not only captures the work you put into identifying them, but also means that your organisation will create the records it needs to and ensure that the organisation can check its recordkeeping practices and conduct business in an accountable way.This is not rocket science so I’ll do quite a bit of talking, you can either follow the slides or follow the guide and we’ll have an exercise and discussion at the end…



Sources: Laws 

1. Find all laws relating to your organisation 
• Enabling legislation 
• Administered Legislation 
• Administrative Legislation 

 
Where would you get this  
information from? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Follow slide content with Pages 7 and 8 of the guide for detailed content. Acts of Parliament are primary legislation.Enabling – law creating the organisation (more applicable to smaller orgs such as commissions, boards etc.). Anyone have an e.g.? Your Commissions of Inquiry Act. NZ has one, which enabled the Canterbury Earthquakes Royal Commission to be established. Administered legislation – laws your organisation is responsible for overseeing (smaller orgs may not have this and just do what their enabling laws say they should do). Large departments may have several laws they are responsible for administering. Anyone have an e.g.? Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning might oversee an Income Tax Act, a Customs Act and a Public Finance Act. An administering department or ministry is generally responsible for the operation of the legislation and for making recommendations to the government of the day about improving it. You can usually find the name of the administering agency at the top of the contents page of each Act or Regulation. These departments may introduce regulations based on the Act they administer in order to ensure that it is complied with.Administrative legislation – laws that apply to whole government, usually about how to carry out business across the board, Anyone have an e.g.? e.g. finance acts, criminal acts etc., the constitution?Where do you get this info?Tuvalu Consolidated Legislation 2008 edition, online via www.paclii.org Pacific Islands Legal Info Instit. - searchableEnabling legislation – try senior staff in that organisation, legal teams or Attorney-General (legal advisor to govt.)Administered legislation – try the organisation’s annual report, Tuvalu Gazette (includes sections on Disallowance of laws and Commencement dates of new enactments), staffAdministrative legislation – Attorney-General’s office, Public Service Commission.WRITE DOWN: EACH LAW, WHERE YOU CAN GET A COPY (so you can go back and read them in detail)



Sources: other external sources 

1. Regulations and government policies 
relevant to your organisation 

2. Reports or investigations 
3. The Media 
4. The public 

 
 

Full list on page 9. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any others?Regulations are laws made by the Governor-General, Ministers of the Crown, and certain other bodies. The relevant Act gives those departments the power to make regulations, usually in the last sections. Regulations generally deal with matters of detail or administration, or matters that are subject to frequent change.a) Check if your dept can make regulations under the Act b) find out which ones have been made. They have to be gazetted, so check that. Usu. Have same name as Act they are created under.e.g. Public Service Act – General Administrative Orders s17.2.1 Public Documents Not to be Disclosed says “Public officers are strictly forbidden to give any person information relating to the Public Service. No officer may without previously obtaining the written permission of the Secretary to Government make public, or communicate to the Press any documents, maps, minutes or information of which the officer may become possessed and the officer may not make copies of such documents or papers.” This is a requirement to control access.Government policies don’t always say ‘policy’ in the title. Could be action plans, strategies etc. Explore what documents the government has captured its policy intentions inside and where they contain recordkeeping requirements, either for all depts. or specifically yours. They explain the activities you’re supposed to do and can help you identify what records you might need to do those activities. Helps you spot gaps in your knowledge. Procedures particularly will mention specific records staff need to do their jobs, like forms, logs, registers etc. Reports, websites, publications of your own organisation will explain more about your interactions/expectation of stakeholders.Reviews and reports – tell you what others expect from your org. e.g. audit reports often make reference to recordkeeping practices. Reports and reviews normally contain recommendations for improvement, or show that you are meeting expectations. Could be a question of searching media coverage of your dept. May not be written documents, but could be a question of asking staff if there have been complaints (check your own filing system for complaints).Full list on page 9.WRITE DOWN: EACH SOURCE AND LOCATION



Sources: internal sources 

1. Staff 
2. Internal strategic and planning documents 
3. Organisational procedures 

 
 

Involves talking to people! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any others?Plans, policies, procedures, reports etc. – internal documents to your department, e.g. statement of intent, annual plan, even budget allocation, tell you what activities you’re supposed to do and can help you identify what records you might need to do those activities. Helps you spot gaps in your knowledge too. Reports might looks at activities you have done and give you information on what records were created and might be needed again with similar activities.Procedures particularly will mention specific records staff need to do their jobs, like forms, logs, registers etc. Reports, websites, publications of your own organisation will explain more about your interactions/expectation of stakeholders.When interviewing, find out how they do their work (may not be in procedures) as well what issues they are having with finding information. Use staff to help you find all the sources we’ve discussed. Page 10 for some examples of useful questions to ask them. Take notes! You’ll need to come back to them as with the other sources. Incl. the details of the interviewee.



Recognising Recordkeeping 
Requirements 

• Your sources will tell you - but not always 
specifically! 

• Find or listen to the recordkeeping words 
Agenda / document / form / receipt / permit / 

evidence …… full list on page 11 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Government officers often do not think specifically about recordkeeping issues when they are writing laws, policies and procedures. This means that to find recordkeeping requirements in these documents you might need to use a bit of detective work. Check for records keywords First, look through each of your sources and find words in them that could relate to records. Some of the terms used in laws, procedures and other documents that might indicate there is a recordkeeping requirement are: Use the ‘find’ function if using electronic sources such as websites or electronic documents. For each keyword discovery, read the whole section to determine if it is actually relevant. ‘Books’ = library books or accounts.Now we’ll look at the different types of requirement you might find…



Types of recordkeeping requirements 

1. Create a record 
 - forms, information, “there must be..” 
2. Maintain a record 
 - time periods, locations 
3. Dispose of record 
 - “destroy after …”, “forever…” 
4. Provide access 
- “inspection”, “open”, “restricted” 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create incls. initial reqs, e.g. ‘There shall be a register of licenses’ and supplementary reqs. to include certain info in a record, e.g. application must include name, dob, or in a certain format ‘applic. must be lodged on an official form’.Maintain incl. ref. to time periods that officials must keep record, e.g. registrar only retains copy for 7 years. Also ref. to where the record will be held or by whom.Disposal incl. ref. to how long to keep, e.g. destroy all unsuccessful applics. one year after receipt. Forever = the dreaded word for an archivist or records manager.Access incl. obligation to provide access in a certain place, way, or protect contents.Page 12 – check for hidden requirements. IF you have time, you could go through sources again. Look for implicit reqs. Where records aren’t obviously mentioned, but where it assumes/expects that records are kept in order for the action described to be conducted, e.g. complaints investigation procedure may state you need to investigate previous complaints – need to have been recording them all along otherwise you cannot do that.WRITE DOWN EXACT REFERENCE FOR EACH REQ YOU FIND – otherwise you waste/repeat work



Document requirement 

• Appendix 1 of the guideline 
 

• Options for grouping them together 
1. Business activity 
2. Section of the organisation  
3. Importance 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page 13 of guideOnce you have found the reqs. You need to write them down to preserve your efforts and so that others can understand them and use them. What are the benefits of documenting? You document in order to:Prove you’ve done this exercise properlyColleagues can see reqs and make sure they’re meetingYou don’t have to repeat the whole exercise in order to updateCan use the info for other thingsNeed to group them logically. Options:Business activity – usually best option, but can be most difficult. If you have a BCS, you can align them to this, as a BCS will be arranged by activity. One reqs. Group/form = one BCS function.Section of the org – Most orgs don’t have a BCS, so this one is the next best option. Need to go through reqs. And find out which section is responsible for this and then group all theirs together. One reqs group/form = one section.Importance – easiest if in a hurry and you want to focus on the most essential, but difficult to keep track of who is responsible for each one.Look at the appendix 1 template Recordkeeping Requirements Form for documenting reqs. by group - who has done this in their organisation?- We are going to do an exercise now where you make a start on this…



Group Discussion 
 
 
 
What are some of the recordkeeping requirements of your 

organisations. 
 
Identify some examples of each and state whether they relate to 

Laws / government policy / organisational needs / public expectations 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
20 MINUTES.Discussion 15 mins on some examples of requirements from each of the types of source. If this is a struggle then take them through it in a bigger group one by one, giving an example and then asking them to try each time.Feedback 5 minutes. There is where you ask what did people come up with for the section on suggestions in the documentation template (Appendix 1). If the group work seems quiet, try a whole group exercise that you can drive along.After finished point them to look at Appendix 2 in the Guideline, especially if slow. Appendix 2 is an example of how it might be filled out.



Strategies for using the requirements 
you’ve gathered 

1. Reward good behaviour and good 
recordkeeping 

2. Convincing people to change procedures 
3. Reporting to senior management 
4. Reviewing the requirements periodically 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PAGE 15Documenting your recordkeeping requirements will be a waste of time if you do not make sure that the organisation is meeting all of them. For each requirement you have identified, you will then need to see if the organisation is doing what the requirement says it needs to do. Find out:Does the section know about the req?Are they creating/keeping info in such a way as to meet it (e.g. redacting documents)?There is space on the form to make a note of your findings and recommendations for improvements. Go and talk to sections and depending on whether they are meeting it, use the documentation form to do 1. to 4. E.g. show them that the form will acknowledge they are meeting it, show which law states they need to do it and convince them to change, show form to senior mgmt. as evidence of requirement and that its not being met (and resources are needed to help meet it), review regularly in future. Later guidelines will help you to ensure the org is meeting requirements (record plan, disposal schedules).Reviewing = once you’ve done the big job once, it’s only a matter of checking every few years or so whether they are still relevant and updating. Laws, rules and policy change over time (especially when governments change), so reviewing regularly means you don’t miss new requirements and the organisation doesn’t find itself operating inefficiently by creating and keeping records that are not required any longer.Ask group how this session has been useful. Get them to shout out some actions they will take on this guideline (use first 5 they’ve drafted and conduct exercise from scratch, look at existing work that could be used to develop into this, review existing requirements list, look at a specific area of org business, form a support group to help each other along with task/share universal requirements?).



 

Thank You 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next – afternoon tea.
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